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ABSTRACT
During transcription initiation, the promoter DNA is
recognized and bent by the basal transcription fac-
tor TATA-binding protein (TBP). Subsequent associa-
tion of transcription factor B (TFB) with the TBP–DNA
complex is followed by the recruitment of the ribonu-
cleic acid polymerase resulting in the formation of
the pre-initiation complex. TBP and TFB/TF(II)B are
highly conserved in structure and function among
the eukaryotic-archaeal domain but intriguingly have
to operate under vastly different conditions. Employ-
ing single-pair fluorescence resonance energy trans-
fer, we monitored DNA bending by eukaryotic and ar-
chaeal TBPs in the absence and presence of TFB in
real-time. We observed that the lifetime of the TBP–
DNA interaction differs significantly between the ar-
chaeal and eukaryotic system. We show that the eu-
karyotic DNA-TBP interaction is characterized by a
linear, stepwise bending mechanism with an inter-
mediate state distinguished by a distinct bending an-
gle. TF(II)B specifically stabilizes the fully bent TBP–
promoter DNA complex and we identify this step as
a regulatory checkpoint. In contrast, the archaeal
TBP–DNA interaction is extremely dynamic and TBP
from the archaeal organism Sulfolobus acidocaldar-
ius strictly requires TFB for DNA bending. Thus, we
demonstrate that transcription initiation follows di-
verse pathways on the way to the formation of the
pre-initiation complex.
INTRODUCTION
Transcription initiation involves the action of two gen-
eral transcription initiation factors, TATA-binding protein
(TBP) and transcription factor B (TFB/TF(II)B), that are
crucially involved in the positioning of the ribonucleic acid
polymerase (RNAP) at the transcription start site guided
by cis-regulatory elements. TBP recognizes a sequence mo-
tif rich in thymidine and adenine found in the core pro-
moter deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) termed the TATA-
box (DNATATA) (1,2). TFB binds the DNATATA–TBP com-
plex and contacts the promoter DNA at the B-recognition
element (BRE) upstream and downstream of the TATA-
box resulting in the stabilisation of the complex. Only if
both initiation factors are present, the RNAP will be site-
specifically recruited to and oriented at the promoter form-
ing the pre-initiation complex (PIC) (3–5). Interestingly,
the transcription initiation mechanism is highly conserved
among the archaeal-eukaryotic lineage (6–10) reflected not
only in the function of the transcription factors (TFs) but
also in the high degree of sequence identity among species
and an almost identical structural organisation (11,12). The
structural conservation is especially pronounced for TBP
(Figure 1A and Supplementary Figure S1), a protein with
a two-fold, saddle-shaped symmetry that most likely is the
result of a gene duplication event (11,13). In eukaryotes,
TBP is a part of TF(II)D, a multisubunit complex com-
posed of 13–14 proteins, but minimal PIC assembly can be
achieved using TBP and TF(II)B in concert with RNAPII
(14–16). Structural studies revealed that TBP induces a sub-
stantial bend in the DNA. Bending is caused by the inser-
tion of two sets of conserved phenylalanines into the minor
groove of the DNA between the first and last two basepairs
of the TATA-box resulting in a widening of the DNA helix
and a kink towards the major groove (Figure 1B) (8,17,18).
Stopped-flow studies using eukaryotic TBP revealed that
fast binding and bending of the DNA by TBP occurs simul-
taneously (19). Kinetic data further suggest a linear three-
step binding scenario for the eukaryotic TBP–DNATATA in-
teraction and predict two intermediate conformers along
the pathway to a final complex. The intermediate and final
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Figure 1. TBP-induced bending of the promoter DNA and DNAs used for
the FRET-based single-molecule assay. (A) Structural alignment of TBP
from Methanocaldococcus jannaschii (dark blue), Sulfolobus acidocaldar-
ius (light blue) and Saccharomyces cerevisiae (red). (B) Ternary complex
of ScTBP (orange), ScTF(II)B (light green) and DNA. Two sets of two
conserved phenylalanines (cyan) are inserted in the minor groove of the
DNA backbone (PDB:1C9B). (C) Principle of the FRET based bending
assay. The TATA-box is framed by a donor (Cy3b or ATTO532) and an
acceptor dye (ATTO647n) resulting in a low FRET signal. Once a TBP
protein bends the DNA, the distance between the fluorophores is reduced
and consequently the FRET efficiency increases. The change in FRET can
be analysed on the single-molecule level. (D) Promoter sequences used in
this study. The upper non-template strand is biotinylated at the 5′ end and
internally labelled with Cy3b or ATTO532. The bottom template strand is
labelled with the acceptor dye ATTO647n internally or at the 5′ end. The
cyan box denotes the TATA-box and the grey box the BRE element. The
bending studies for the archaeal model systems were carried out either with
the Sulfolobus spindle-shaped virus 1 (SSV) T6 gene promoter (DNASSV)
or a mutated version of this (DNASSV-BRE). This DNA contains a mutated
BRE element that prevents binding of TFB. Experiments using ScTBP and
ScTF(II)B involved the eukaryotic H2B-J core promoter (DNAH2B).
states have been postulated to vary in their stability but do
not show a different bending angle (20–22). Recently, teth-
ered particle-motion measurements confirmed the stepwise
bending of the DNA by TBP (23). Similar results were ob-
served using single-molecule fluorescence resonance energy
transfer (FRET) where a multitude of FRET states were
monitored during the binding process (24). However, after
binding, a homogeneous bent state with no influence of the
DNA sequence on the bending angle of the DNATATA was
observed (25,26).
Given the importance of this step for differential gene ex-
pression, we studied how efficient PIC formation is ensured
under varying physiological conditions using (structurally)
conserved TBP and TFB/TF(II)B proteins from the eu-
karyotic and archaeal domain. We monitored the dynamics
of the TBP–DNATATA interaction on the single-molecule
level using a FRET signal as readout that allowed us to fol-
low the TBP-induced bending of the promoter DNA (27)
(Figure 1C). As TBP binding is inseparably connected to
DNA bending, this assay provides information about both
complex formation and DNA bending (22). In order to en-
sure biological relevant temperatures for the archaeal sys-
tems, we equipped our single-molecule total internal reflec-
tion fluorescence (TIRF) setup with a heating module that
allowed temperature-controlled measurements up to 60◦C.
We tested the impact of environmental factors like temper-
ature, salt concentration and pH value on the formation of
the TBP–DNATATA complex and show that the complex
formation is strongly adapted to the physiological condi-
tions found in the respective organism. Interestingly, un-
like all other TBP–DNATATA interactions described so far,
DNA bending strictly required TFB when TBP from the
crenarchaeal organism Sulfolobus acidocaldarius was used.
While the archaeal systems showed rapid bending and un-
bending of the DNA, the eukaryotic TBP–DNATATA com-
plex was extremely stable with a complex lifetime of min-
utes. However, this complex is characterized by two inter-
converting TBP–DNATATA complexes that differ in their
bending angle. TF(II)B is able to shift the equilibrium to-




Experiments were carried out at room temperature if not
indicated otherwise. The buffers used are shown in Table 1.
For each experiment, the glycerol concentration was kept
constant (surface measurements at 3% and solution mea-
surements at 10% glycerol). The pH listed was measured at
room temperature. nullnull
Proteins
Recombinant TBP and TFB from Methanocaldococcus jan-
naschi (MjTBP and MjTFB) and Saccharomyces cerevisiae
(ScTBP and ScTF(II)B) were expressed and purified as
described previously (28–31). The labelled ScTBP variant
was prepared as described in Schluesche et al. (25). S.
acidocaldarius TBP (SaTBP) and C-terminally His-tagged
TFB (SaTFB) were expressed from pET30a+ vectors (32)
in a heterologous expression system in Escherichia coli
Rosetta2 (DE3) (Novagen) in enriched growth medium at
37◦C for 4 h after induction with 1 mM IPTG (Isopropyl
-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside) . For S. acidocaldarius TFB
purification, cells were resuspended in N-buffer (25 mM
Tris/HCl, pH 8.0, 10 mM MgCl2, 100 M ZnSO4, 5 mM
beta-mercaptoethanol and 10% glycerol) containing 1 M
NaCl supplemented with protease inhibitor (Roche), passed
thrice through a French pressure cell press at 16 000 psi.
Cell debris was removed by centrifugation (30 000 x g, 30
min) and the supernatant was loaded onto a HisTrap FF
cartridge (GE Healthcare) equilibrated in N-buffer contain-
ing 500 mM NaCl and 20 mM imidazole. TFB was eluted
with buffer containing 250 mM imidazole. The eluate con-
tained both intact TFB1 as well as partial degradation prod-
ucts that most likely contain the C-terminal core domain of
TFB1. To remove these partial degradation products, TFB1
containing fractions were combined, diluted with N-buffer
to a final NaCl concentration of 200 mM and loaded onto a
HiTrap Heparin HP cartridge (GE Healthcare) and eluted
with a salt gradient from 200 to 1000 mM NaCl. Frac-
tions containing intact TFB1 were then loaded on a HiPrep
16/60 Sephacryl S-100 HR column in N-buffer containing
500 mM NaCl. TFB1 eluted as a single peak. Protein was
concentrated by ultrafiltration (MWCO 10 000, Amicon)
and aliquots were stored at −80◦C after freezing in liquid
nitrogen. For the purification of SaTBP, cells were resus-
pended in P-buffer (25 mM Tris/acetate pH 8.0, 10 mM
MgOAc, 100 M ZnSO4, 5 mM beta-mercaptoethanol and
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Table 1. Buffer composition for buffers used in this study
N70 25 mM Na2HPO4/NaH2PO4 pH 7.0, 1 M NaCl
N65 25 mM Na2HPO4/NaH2PO4 pH 6.5, 1 M NaCl
K72 10 mM K2HPO4/NaH2PO4 pH 7.2, 60 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 0.5 mg/ml BSA, 2.5 mM DTT (Dithiothreitol)
M62 MES/NaOH pH 6.2, 60 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 0.5 mg/ml BSA, 2.5 mM DTT
T72 TRIS/HCl pH 7.2, 60 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 0.5 mg/ml BSA, 2.5 mM DTT
T76 TRIS/HCl pH 7.6, 60 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 0.5 mg/ml BSA, 5.0 mM DTT
T82 TRIS/HCl pH 8.2, 60 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 0.5 mg/ml BSA, 2.5 mM DTT
PS 2 mM Trolox, 5 mM protocatechuic acid (pH value of the 100 mM stock was adjusted to each buffers’ pH with NaOH
or KOH), 50 nM protocatechuate-3,4-dioxygenase
10% glycerol) containing 300 mM KOAc. After disruption
by sonication, cell debris was removed by centrifugation (30
000 x g, 30 min). The cell lysate was incubated for 20 min
at 75◦C and centrifuged again. The heat-stable supernatant
was diluted with P-buffer to 120 mM KOAc and loaded
onto a HiTrap Heparin HP cartridge (GE Healthcare). Pro-
tein was eluted using a gradient to 1 M KOAc and concen-
trated by ultrafiltration. Aliquots were snap frozen in liquid
nitrogen and stored at −80◦C.
The MjTBPF42A/F59A and the SaTFBC163A/R164E mutants
were cloned using the QuikChange II site-directed muta-
genesis kit (Agilent) and expression and purification of the
proteins followed the protocols established for the wild-type
protein.
Synthetic oligonucleotides
In this study, synthetic oligonucleotides derived from strong
viral promoters that had been labelled with a donor fluo-
rophore (Cy3B or ATTO532) and an acceptor fluorophore
(ATTO647n) were used. The sequences and fluorophore
modification sites are listed in Figure 1. In order to study
the TBP-induced bending of the double-stranded promoter
DNA in the archaeal model systems, the promoter se-
quence of the Sulfolobus spindle-shaped virus 1 (SSV) T6
gene promoter (DNASSV) was used (5,30). Earlier stud-
ies showed that transcription was efficiently driven from
this promoter using the transcriptional machinery from
the S. acidocaldarius as well as Methanocaldococcus jan-
naschii (30,32). Fluorescently labelled DNA strands were
purchased from IBA (Göttingen). In order to investigate the
contribution of the interaction between TFB and the BRE-
element to promoter bending, a modified version of the
DNASSV was used that contained a mutated BRE-element
but an intact TATA-box abbreviated with DNASSV-BRE. For
ScTBP/TF(II)B experiments, an H2B promoter was chosen
(DNAH2B) that has been successfully used in singe-molecule
studies using ScTBP before (5,25,30,33). Complementary
promoter DNA strands (2 M each) were annealed in 1×
TAE (40 mM Tris/acetate pH 8.3, 2.5 mM ethylenedi-
aminetetraacetic acid) with 12.5 mM MgCl2 heated up to
95◦C and cooled down to room temperature over 1.5 h.
Surface preparation
Studies on immobilized molecules using a widefield setup
were carried out on a PEG (Polyethylene glycol) surface at-
tached to a flow chamber for custom built PRISM-based
TIRF microscopy. Quartz slides were thoroughly cleaned
with peroxymonosulfuric acid. After drying, the slides were
silanized (Aminosilane A0700, amchro Hattersheim) and
afterwards PEGylized according to Roy et al. (34). Cover
slides for solution measurements were cleaned with acetone
p.A., EtOH p.A. and deionized water. After a small cham-
ber (Press-to-Seal 2.5 mm with a 3-mm hole stamped out,
Sigma Aldrich) had been glued to the cover slide, a solution
of 5 mg/ml bovine serum albumin (BSA) in 1× phosphate
buffered saline (PBS) was incubated for 10 min. Excessive
BSA was removed by washing with 1× PBS. To avoid buffer
evaporation during the measurement, the chambers were
sealed with a sticky silicone sheet (Press-to-Seal 0.5 mm,
Sigma Aldrich).
TIRF immobilisation assay
For TIRF measurements, the surface was incubated with
0.1 mg/ml neutravidin in 1× PBS for 10 min and washed
with 1× PBS. Biotinylated DNAs were immobilized on the
glass slide via neutravidin. The glass slide was rinsed with
10 pM DNA solution in 1× PBS and non-bound DNA was
removed with 1× PBS. This procedure yielded an immo-
bilized DNA density of approximately one molecule per 4
m2. Afterwards, the flow chamber was flushed with the
appropriate measuring buffer. M. jannaschii bending assays
were carried out in N70 + PS-buffer using 5 nM MjTBP. As-
says including MjTFB were performed with a final protein
concentration of 3.8 M. Measurements involving SaTBP
and SaTFB were accomplished in N65 + PS-buffer. Since
SaTFB is mandatory for promoter bending, it was always
used in a concentration of 2 M. SaTBP was used at 6 M
for room temperature as well as for measurements at 50◦C.
When ScTBP and ScTF(II)B was used, the promoter DNA
(10 pM) was pre-incubated with 30 nM ScTBP (and 500 nM
ScTF(II)B) for 20 min at room temperature in T76-buffer to
ensure efficient complex formation. The pre-formed com-
plexes were immobilized on the glass surface as described
before (35).
Widefield single-molecule detection and analysis
We used a homebuilt PRISM-TIRF setup based on an
Olympus IX71 to perform widefield measurements. Fluo-
rophores were excited with a 532 nm (Coherent Sapphire,
Clean-up filter 532/2 MaxLine Semrock, AHF Göttingen)
diode laser. The fluorescence was collected by a 60x Olym-
pus 1.20 N.A. water-immersion objective and split by wave-
length with a dichroic mirror (640 DCXR, AHF) into two
detection channels that were further filtered with a band-
pass filter Semrock BrightLine 582/75 in the green chan-
nel and a 633 nm RazorEdge long-pass filter (Semrock,
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AHF) in the red detection range. Both detection channels
were recorded by one EMCCD camera (Andor IXon X3,
preGain 5.1, gain 250, frame rate varying from 20–100
Hz) in a dual-view configuration (TripleSplit, Cairn, UK)
and the videos were analysed by custom-made software
based on LabVIEW 2012 64bit (National Instruments). The
molecule spots were selected by an automated spot-finder
and the resulting transients were filtered with the built in
cubic filter of LabVIEW 2012. The fluorescence intensities
were background corrected by subtracting the surrounding-
pixels’ intensity. The transients were also corrected for leak-
age from the donor into the red detection channel and di-
rect excitation of the acceptor by the 532 nm laser excitation
(34). The TBP-induced transition states were analysed with
the HaMMy software (assuming two states for the archaeal
TBPs and three states for the eukaryotic TBP/TF(II)B com-
plex) developed by the Ha lab and freely available at http:
//bio.physics.illinois.edu/ (Supplementary Figure S9). In or-
der to heat the sample chamber up to 80◦C, a peltier element
(HK5163R157L12A from MINCO, Minnesota USA) was
glued (J-B WELD ’AutoWELD’) to the prism to heat up
the sample chamber from above. A detailed description and
the voltage–temperature–calibration are shown in the Sup-
plementary Figure S7.
Confocal measurements
The average concentration of fluorescently labelled DNA
was adjusted to less than one molecule per confocal vol-
ume (low picomolar range) in order to identify fluorescence
bursts from single molecules.
We used a custom built confocal microscope with alter-
nating laser excitation and separate detection of the donor
and acceptor fluorescence (36,37). Fluorophores were ex-
cited with cw at 532 nm (Sapphire LP 532 nm 100 mW;
170 W for Cy3b, 190 W for ATTO532) and with 80
MHz pulsed at 640 nm (LDH-D-C-640, Picoquant, 170 W
for ATTO647n). Alternation of both wavelengths with 100
s period was achieved using an acousto-optical tunable
filter (AOTFnc-VIS, AA optoelectronic). The laser beam
was coupled into an oil-immersion objective (60×, NA 1.35
or 100×, NA 1.40, UPLSAPO from Olympus) by a dual-
band dichroic beam splitter (Dualband z532/633, AHF).
The resulting fluorescence was collected by the same ob-
jective, focused onto a 50 m pinhole, and split spectrally
at 640 nm by a dichroic beam splitter (640DCXR, AHF).
The photons were detected by two avalanche photodiodes
( -SPAD-100, Picoquant) with appropriate spectral filter-
ing (donor: BrightLine HC582/75, AHF; RazorEdge LP
532, Semrock; acceptor: Bandpass ET 700/75m, AHF; Ra-
zorEdge LP 647, Semrock). The detector signal was pro-
cessed using a PC card for single-photon counting (SPC-
830, Becker&Hickl) and evaluated using custom made Lab-
VIEW 2009 (National Instruments) software. The sample
was heated via the objective that was surrounded by a cop-
per ring flushed with water from a temperature controlled
water bath (VWR). The effective temperature in the cham-
ber was measured using a Voltcraft PL-120 T2 thermometer
equipped with a Pt100 probe for solution (B&B sensors).
Data evaluation for confocal measurements with alternating
laser excitation
Fluorescence bursts from single molecules diffusing
through the laser focus were identified by a burst search
algorithm applied to the sum of donor and acceptor pho-
tons. A single molecule is defined as an event, where, for
a minimum of N consecutive photons, at least M photons
are detected within a certain time T (parameters used for
Cy3b/ATTO647n: T = 500 s, M = 30, N = 120 and for
ATTO532/ATTO647n: T = 500 s, M = 10, N = 50) (38).
Molecules were alternately excited and the fluorescence of
donor and acceptor was separately detected. This defines
three different photon counts: donor emission due to donor
excitation FDD , acceptor emission due to acceptor excitation
FAA and acceptor emission due to donor excitation F
D
A .
After background subtraction, the stoichiometry param-
eter S and the proximity ratio E were calculated, where S
describes the ratio between donor and acceptor dyes of the
sample and E stands for the proximity ratio as a measure








FDA + FDD + FAA
The resulting E–S histogram was further filtered by the
recently introduced ALEX-2CDE (and FRET-2CDE) filter
(39) (here: ALEX-2CDE ≤ 12 and if necessary 8 ≤ FRET-
2CD ≤ 12). This filter evaluates brightness fluctuations
within each burst and therefore eliminates not only the ma-
jority of donor-only and acceptor-only labelled molecules,
but also fluorophores that exhibit blinking and bleaching.
The extraction of E-values from the E–S histograms is il-
lustrated in Supplementary Figure S8.
RESULTS
TFs required for promoter DNA bending and the resulting
number of detected conformational states for different organ-
isms
TBP and TFB are conserved basal transcription initiation
factors found in archaeal and eukaryotic organisms (Sup-
plementary Figure S1). Here, we followed the TBP-induced
bending of the promoter DNA using a FRET signal be-
tween a donor and acceptor fluorophore attached to the
DNA at either side of the TATA-box (Figure 1D). The
two DNA arms are getting in close proximity upon bend-
ing resulting in an increased energy transfer (Figure 1C).
The FRET efficiency of diffusing molecules is determined
on the single-molecule level, which allows the identifica-
tion of different conformational states based on the num-
ber of different FRET states detected. Measurements us-
ing the free promoter DNASSV resulted (Figure 2) in ho-
mogeneous populations with a mean FRET efficiency of
0.25 and 0.27 using the appropriate buffer conditions for
M. jannaschii and S. acidocaldarius, respectively. The eu-
karyotic promoter DNAH2B exhibited one main population
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Figure 2. Transcription initiation factors induce promoter DNA bending. (A) Donor–acceptor labelled promoter DNA exists in a uniform state with
mean FRET efficiencies of 0.25 ± 0.07 and 0.27 ± 0.07 for the DNASSV in N70 buffer and DNASSV in N65 buffer, respectively. The eukaryotic promoter
DNAH2B shows a major population with a mean efficiency of 0.35 ± 0.06 and a minor subpopulation centered at 0.20 ± 0.05. The minor population
remains constant even after addition of TFs and is an inherent property of the labelled DNA construct. The data sets were fitted with a Gaussian fit and
the standard deviations are given. (B) Addition of MjTBP (1 M) to the respective DNA resulted in an additional population with a mean FRET efficiency
of 0.49 ± 0.09 (shaded area) corresponding to a bent fraction of the promoter while the FRET efficiency of the unbent DNA fraction remains constant at
0.25 ± 0.08. In contrast, addition of SaTBP (6 M) to the promoter DNA did not cause a shift of the population towards higher FRET efficiencies (0.28
± 0.07). Incubation of the promoter DNAH2B with ScTBP (20 nM) broadens the FRET distribution towards higher values indicating TBP-induced DNA
bending (0.52 ± 0.17). (C) While the addition of MjTFB (2 M) does not alter the FRET distribution significantly (Elow FRET = 0.27 ± 0.09 and Ehigh FRET
= 0.48 ± 0.09), the addition of SaTFB (5 M) facilitates bending of the promoter DNA and an almost complete shift to a high FRET population occurs
(Elow FRET = 0.27 ± 0.09 and Ehigh FRET = 0.49 ± 0.11). The presence of ScTF(II)B gives rise to a second high FRET population (Eintermediate FRET = 0.51
± 0.16 and Ehigh FRET = 0.68 ± 0.08).
with a mean FRET efficiency of 0.35 and an inherent mi-
nor subpopulation centred at 0.20. Addition of MjTBP to
DNASSV gave rise to a second uniform population with an
increased mean FRET efficiency of 0.49 reflecting a con-
formational change in the DNA upon MjTBP association.
Bending of the DNA was strongly dependent on the pres-
ence of an intact TATA-box (Supplementary Figure S2).
Furthermore, both sets of highly conserved phenylalanine
residues that facilitate DNA bending are required for effi-
cient DNA bending (Supplementary Figure S3). Addition
of MjTFB did not alter this distribution. Interestingly, no
second population was monitored when SaTBP was added
to the promoter DNASSV. A second population indicative
of a bent DNA state was only observed when both initiation
factors, SaTBP and SaTFB, were added simultaneously. In
order to find out whether SaTBP binds the DNA without
bending, we carried out electrophoretic mobility shift assays
to follow complex formation (Supplementary Figure S4). In
agreement with the FRET-based assay, we could only detect
complex formation when both initiation factors were incu-
bated with the DNA. Supershift analysis using anti-SaTFB
and anti-SaTBP antibodies showed that both factors are
part of the complex. As TFB makes contacts to both TBP
and the BRE element of the promoter DNA, we next inves-
tigated which contact is necessary to promote DNA bend-
ing. We did not observe a second population correspond-
ing to the bent DNA when DNASSV was incubated with
SaTFB only or when a DNA with a mutated BRE element
(DNASSV-BRE) was incubated with SaTFB and SaTBP (Sup-
plementary Figure S5). Similarly, the mutation of an amino
acid involved in a crucial ionic interaction that promotes
the TBP-TFB contact resulted in the loss of bending activ-
ity and concurrently ternary complex formation (Supple-
mentary Figures S4 and S6). This suggests that, in the case
of the S. acidocaldarius system, TFB is mandatory for pro-
moter DNA bending and requires the contact between TFB
and the BRE element as well as the TBP–TFB interaction.
However, mutation of the BRE element did not affect the
action of MjTBP assuring that the TATA-box is intact even
when the BRE element is mutated.
In order to elucidate the molecular similarities and dif-
ferences between the archaeal and eukaryotic system, we
followed complex formation between ScTBP and the pro-
moter DNA. Association of ScTBP with the DNA resulted
in a very broad distribution with a mean FRET efficiency of
0.52 (Figure 2B). A wide distribution often indicates fast dy-
namics between populations with different FRET efficien-
cies. Hence, this distribution might be indicative of ScTBP–
DNA complexes that adopt multiple conformations differ-
ing in their bending angle. Addition of ScTF(II)B gave rise
to a third population (mean FRET efficiency of 0.68) sug-
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gesting that ScTF(II)B either induces a second bent DNA
state or stabilizes one of the bent states with high FRET.
The interaction between promoter DNA and transcription ini-
tiation factors is highly adapted to physiological conditions
The conserved basal transcriptional apparatuses of M. jan-
naschii, S. acidocaldarius and S. cerevisiae have to function
under extremely different physiological conditions, e.g. the
optimal growth temperature of the organisms (TMj = 85◦C,
TSa = 75◦C and TSc = 30◦C), the intracellular pH (pHMj =
6.5–7, pHSa = 6.5, pHSc = 7.2) (16,40–42) and the cytosolic
salt concentration ([K+]Mj = 0.9 M, [K+]Sa = 24–40 mM,
[K+]Sc = 160 mM) differ significantly (42–44). Therefore,
we next examined how physiological parameters influence
the efficiency of promoter recognition and bending. First,
we carried out single-molecule fluorescence titrations to de-
termine the dissociation constants for the TBP–DNATATA
interaction for each organism resulting in a KD of 48 ± 6,
930 ± 230 and 4.2 ± 1.2 nM for M. jannaschii, S. acidocal-
darius (titration carried out in the presence of 2 M TFB)
and S. cerevisiae, respectively (Supplementary Figure S7).
These results are in good agreement with a dissociation con-
stant of 22 nM for the MjTBP–DNATATA interaction de-
termined in ensemble measurements (3,35). Similarly, the
binding affinity of ScTBP–DNATATA has been reported to
be in the low nanomolar range, which corresponds well to
what we measured (45,46). All further measurements were
performed using TBP and TFB concentrations that result
in approximately 50% of bent DNA to be able to observe
a change in the amount of bent population upon chang-
ing the measurement conditions (see figure legends for de-
tails). Using single-molecule measurements, we quantita-
tively assessed the changes in complex formation efficiency
as a function of pH, salt concentration and temperature
(Figure 3). We found that the interaction between MjTBP,
SaTBP/SaTFB and ScTBP and the promoter DNA is not
strongly affected by a change in pH as the percentage of the
high FRET population is not significantly changed. Next,
we investigated the salt dependency (Figure 3 and Supple-
mentary Figure S8) and found that complex formation is
enhanced at higher salt concentration for both archaeal
model systems. The interaction between ScTBP and pro-
moter DNA is strongly disfavored at high ionic strength.
This is true for sodium and potassium cations as well as dif-
ferent counterions (acetate and chloride). We analysed the
surface charge distribution of the TBP proteins to rational-
ize the influence of salt on the archaeal TBP–DNA inter-
action (Supplementary Figure S9). ScTBP exhibits a posi-
tively charged surface area while especially MjTBPs shows
a very high density of acidic residues at the surface and a re-
duced number of charged amino acid at the DNA–protein
interface. MjTBP and SaTBP have an excess of 11 nega-
tively charged amino acids over positively charged amino
acids whereas, in ScTBP, the positively charged amino acids
outweigh by a number of 10. Finally, we tested the influ-
ence of temperature on DNA binding and bending by TBP
as the chosen archaeal model systems are derived from ther-
mophilic organisms. To this end, we equipped a TIRF setup
with a heating device that allowed the measurement cham-
ber to be heated via the prism to temperatures ranging be-
Figure 3. Influence of physiological parameters on TBP-induced bending
of promoter DNA. The influence of pH, salt concentration and temper-
ature on the formation of the bent DNA–TBP complex was investigated
by comparing the fraction of low to high FRET populations. Measure-
ments involving SaTBP (5 M) were carried out in the presence of 5 M
SaTFB as this is mandatory for bending. pH and salt dependency stud-
ies were performed using confocal solution measurements at 35◦C (ar-
chaeal proteins) or room temperature (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) while the
temperature dependence was investigated on immobilized molecules via
TIRF microscopy. (A) pH dependency: DNA bending is marginally af-
fected by variation of the pH value for Methanocaldococcus jannaschii (1
M MjTBP), Sulfolobus acidocaldarius (5 M SaTBP, 5 M TFB) and S.
cerevisiae (30 nM ScTBP). (B) Salt dependency: an increase in salt con-
centration (potassium acetate, KAc) results in a higher fraction of bent
DNA for the archaeal systems (1 M MjTBP, 5 M SaTBP and 5 M
SaTFB) suggesting a mainly hydrophobic interaction between MjTBP and
the DNA. ScTBP-induced DNA bending (30 nM ScTBP in T72) in the
eukaryotic system is diminished at higher salt concentrations indicating
that the protein–DNA contact is based on electrostatic interactions. (C)
Temperature-dependency: MjTBP as well as SaTBP/SaTFB (for techni-
cal reasons, measurements above 50◦C for S. acidocaldarius could not be
performed) show increased bending efficiency with higher temperature in
agreement with their thermophilic growth conditions. The formation of
the bent DNA population in the S. cerevisiae system is strongly reduced at
higher temperatures. The lines in all graphs are only present as a guide to
the eye.
tween 20 and 60◦C (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section
and Supplementary Information) giving us the unique op-
portunity to record data at elevated temperatures. We found
that complex formation strongly depends on temperature
and was enhanced by approximately a factor of three when
raising the temperature from room temperature to 50◦C for
the archaeal systems. In contrast, the fraction of the high
FRET population decreased by a factor of two when mea-
suring the interaction between ScTBP and the DNA. No-
tably, the mean FRET efficiencies did not change at high
temperatures indicating that archaeal TBPs do not induce
a different DNA bending angle at elevated temperatures.
Taken together, these data suggest that assembly of the tran-
scriptional machinery at the promoter is optimized to work
most efficiently under the physiological conditions present
in the respective organism.
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Figure 4. Temperature-dependent dynamics of the archaeal TBP–
promoter DNA interaction. Exemplary transients of immobilized pro-
moter DNA molecules upon DNA binding and dissociation and analy-
sis of the kinetics. (A) Exemplary traces of DNASSV in the presence of
5 nM MjTBP at 22 and 60◦C. Rapid fluctuations between the low and
high FRET states are observed suggesting bending and unbending of the
DNA upon rapid association and dissociation of MjTBP. (B) Dwell time
histograms from a Hidden-Markov-Model analysis of the FRET traces for
the respective conditions. The results were fitted with a mono-exponential
decay (for details see Supplementary Information). The dwell time and by
inference the complex lifetime of MjTBP is almost independent of the tem-
perature (τ 22◦C = 0.18 ± 0.01 s and τ 60◦C = 0.14 ± 0.01 s) while the off-time
decreases with increased temperature (τ 22◦C = 19.2 ± 1.2 s and τ 60◦C =
1.14 ± 0.04 s, both with 5 nM MjTBP). (C) Exemplary traces of DNASSV
in the presence of 6 M SaTBP at 22 and 50◦C. Similar dynamics can
be observed in the presence of SaTBP (6 M)/SaTFB (2.1 M). (D) The
dwell time analysis of transients recorded using SaTBP (in the presence of
2.1 M SaTFB) yielded comparable results. The dwell time in the bent state
remains constant at higher temperature (τ 22◦C = 2.1 ± 0.1 s and τ 60◦C = 2.5
±0.8 s) while the delay between two bending events is dramatically short-
ened with higher temperature (τ 22◦C = 167 ± 15 s and τ 60◦C = 20.3 ± 0.6 s).
The dynamics immediately stop once the measurement chamber is flushed
with fresh buffer indicating that the initiation factors of Sulfolobus acido-
caldarius and Methanocaldococcus jannaschii are not stably bound but that
the bending events are caused by different TBP molecules and not by one
molecule inducing different bending states.
The fraction of bent promoter DNA and the stability of the
archaeal TBP–DNATATA complexes are increased at higher
temperatures
The temperature-dependent measurements with MjTBP
and SaTBP revealed that the equilibrium is shifted towards
the bent state of the DNA at elevated temperatures. One
possible reason is that the archaeal proteins adopt their
’fully activated’ state at high temperatures, which results
in a more stable complex formation. We investigated this
hypothesis and recorded FRET transients at high and low
temperatures (Figure 4A and C). Clear transitions were ob-
served between the bent and unbent conformations. In or-
der to determine the dwell times, we determined and his-
togrammed the duration of the bent and unbent state of the
promoter DNA. Fitting of these data with a monoexponen-
tial decay yielded dwell times for the bent and unbent states
(Figure 4B and D). Strikingly, the dwell time of the bent
state does not increase at elevated temperatures but remains
constant for both model systems. From a thermodynamics
perspective, the higher thermal energy at elevated tempera-
tures should lead to faster dissociation of the DNA–protein
complex. Instead, we observe no reduction of the bent state
dwell time for both model systems (M. jannaschii: τ 22◦C =
0.18 ± 0.01 s and τ 60◦C = 0.14 ± 0.01 s, S. acidocaldar-
ius: τ 22◦C = 2.1 ± 0.1 s and τ 50◦C = 2.5 ± 0.8 s). We ex-
plain this result by a larger Gibbs energy of binding for the
thermophilic systems at higher temperatures, which stabi-
lizes the complex and compensates for the additional ther-
mal energy. Notably, the lifetime of the unbent state is re-
duced at higher temperatures by a factor of approximately
17 (M. jannaschii: τ 22◦C = 19.2 ± 1.2 s and τ 60◦C = 1.14
± 0.04 s) and 8 (S. acidocaldarius: τ 22◦C = 167 ± 15 s and
50◦C = 20.3 ± 0.6 s). The increased binding kinetics is at
least partly explained by an increased number of collision
complexes at higher temperatures so that the overall equi-
librium is shifted towards the bent DNA state. However, we
cannot rule out the possibility that DNA-associated TBP
in an unbent conformation induces the bent state more ef-
ficiently at higher temperatures.
The lifetime of the TBP–DNATATA complex state differs by
several orders of magnitude
Single-molecule TIRF microscopy measurements allowed
us to observe the dynamics of TBP bending and thereby to
monitor TBP association and dissociation on immobilized
DNA molecules. After flushing of the measurement cham-
ber with TBP, the donor and acceptor fluorescence intensi-
ties and the resulting FRET signals were recorded over time
and typical fluorescence transients are shown in Figures 4
and 5. A sharp increase in FRET efficiency indicated the
binding of TBP that simultaneously results in bending of the
DNA (19) and dissociation of TBP resulted in a rapid de-
crease in the FRET signal. We derived the complex lifetime
for the TBP–DNA complex for each model system (see also
Supplementary Figure S10) and found that the lifetimes
differed by more than one order of magnitude. MjTBP
rapidly binds and unbinds with a dwell time in the bent
state of 0.18 s. Rapid association and dissociation is also
typical for the S. acidocaldarius system but the dwell time
in the bent state is increased by a factor of 10 (2.1 s). The
ScTBP–promoter DNA complexes were extremely long-
lived as confocal single-molecule measurements exploiting
a FRET signal between a donor-labelled ScTBP variant and
the acceptor-labelled DNA showed (Figure 6A). Here, the
amount of molecules exhibiting FRET was observed over
time and re-association of the TBP molecules was prevented
using a large excess of Heparin in the measuring buffer. This
allowed us to determine a complex lifetime of 12 min for the
ScTBP–promoter DNA complex (Figure 6D).
The interaction of ScTBP with promoter DNA results in
three distinct bent states and follows a linear, stepwise binding
mechanism
Interestingly, the ScTBP-DNA interaction does not result
in a single high FRET state but rather fluctuates between
at least two interconvertible high FRET states (Figure 5)
as well as occasional fluctuations to a low FRET state as
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Figure 5. Dynamics of promoter DNA bending in the presence of TBP
and TF(II)B from Saccharomyces cerevisiae. (A) FRET time traces of the
promoter DNA only (top), promoter DNA after incubation for 20 min at
room temperature with 20 nM ScTBP (middle) and after additional incu-
bation with ScTF(II)B (500 nM). ScTBP remains associated with the pro-
moter DNA for minutes. The traces show different interconverting FRET
states exhibiting at least two different bent states, which we assign to the
intermediate and fully bent state (Eunbent = 0.32, Eintermediate = 0.60 and
Efully bent = 0.75). (B) Dwell time analysis of the different DNA confor-
mations in the presence of ScTBP and ScTBP/ScTF(II)B. Addition of
ScTF(II)B leads to a slight increase of the dwell time of the intermediate
state (from 0.31 ± 0.02 to 0.42 ± 0.03 s) and more significant increase of
the dwell time of the fully bent state (from 0.44 ± 0.04 to 0.83 ± 0.01 s).
The lifetime of the unbent state is reduced from 0.24 ± 0.02 to 0.18 ± 0.01
s. See Supplementary Figure S10 for the raw histograms, dwell-time his-
tograms and the mono-exponential fits. (C) Relative transition frequency
between the three different states shows that the transition from the un-
bent to the fully bent state and the reverse transition are extremely rare
and these transitions are considered as artifacts arising from the limited
temporal resolution of 50 ms. This suggests that the three states are con-
nected linearly as shown in the model presented in panels (D) and (E).
(D) Linear model of the ScTBP action in the absence (D) and presence of
ScTF(II)B (E). The enhanced lifetime of the fully bent state in the presence
of ScTF(II)B is accompanied by a decrease of the transition rate (clearly
changed rates highlighted in green) from the fully bent to the intermediate
bent state (see Supplementary Figure S10 for details of the transition rate
calculation).
suspected from the FRET population analysis in Figure 2.
In order to avoid rebinding of ScTBP molecules, we flushed
the measurement chamber with fresh buffer, which ensured
that all dissociated ScTBP molecules were removed. This re-
sulted in comparable FRET traces demonstrating that a sin-
gle bound ScTBP molecule gave rise to the observed FRET
fluctuations. In order to understand the order of transition
events we carried out a transition frequency analysis (Fig-
ure 5C). The interconversion progressed frequently from the
unbent to the intermediate and from the intermediate bent
to the high FRET state but also the reverse transition oc-
curred regularly. However, a direct transition from the un-
bent to the fully bent state and the reverse transition was
an extremely rare event, most likely caused by two consecu-
tive transitions during the camera integration time. There-
fore, we conclude that the ScTBP-DNA interaction follows
a linear, stepwise mechanism (Figure 5D).
Figure 6. ScTF(II)B does not change the overall architecture of the binary
ScTBP–promoter DNA complex. (A) In order to measure a FRET sig-
nal directly informing about the association of ScTBP with the promoter
DNA, a ScTBP mutant was labelled with the donor dye ATTO532 and the
acceptor dye ATTO647n was attached to the oligonucleotide through a dT
base (position highlighted in red) to the H2B promoter DNA, which can be
immobilized via the biotin modification. (B) Typical fluorescent transient
acquired from the ScTBP–DNA–FRET pair. The fluorescence and hence
the FRET efficiency remains constant until the acceptor bleaches (11 s) fol-
lowed by the bleaching of the donor (16 s). (C) FRET efficiency histograms
show that the presence of ScTF(II)B (500 nM) does not have any signifi-
cant influence on the main FRET efficiency (−TF(II)B: E = 0.27 ± 0.01,
+TF(II)B: E = 0.26 ± 0.01 (mean ± SE) ). (D) Confocal population anal-
ysis reveals a lifetime of the complex of 12.2 ± 1.1 min (see Supplementary
methods).
ScTF(II)B shifts the equilibrium towards the fully bent state
of the promoter DNA
We next asked whether ScTF(II)B affects one or more of
the bent DNA states as suggested from the measurements
on diffusing molecules. Therefore, we added ScTBP and
ScTF(II)B to the reaction and recorded the FRET signal
over time on immobilized molecules (Figure 5A). From
the Hidden-Markov-Model analysis, we identify two dis-
tinct high FRET states (for further details see Supplemen-
tary Information) with mean uncorrected FRET efficien-
cies (or proximity ratios) of Eintermediate = 0.60 and Efully bent
= 0.75, which we termed the intermediate and fully bent
states. Dwell time analysis revealed that TF(II)B signifi-
cantly increased the lifetime of the fully bent state by a
factor of 2 (from 0.44 to 0.83 s). The lifetime of the in-
termediate state was slightly increased (from 0.31 to 0.42
s) whereas the lifetime of the low FRET state was reduced
(from 0.24 to 0.18 s) (Figure 5C and Supplementary Figure
S10). We derived the transition rates from the dwell times
and the time-averaged state distribution (see Supplemen-
tary Information) and found that the shift towards the fully
bent state was caused by an increased transition rate from
the unbent to the intermediate state (k12-TBP = 4.2 s−1 and
k12-TBP/TF(II)B = 5.6 s−1) and a stabilisation of the fully
bent state (k32-TBP = 2.3 s−1and k32-TBP/TF(II)B = 1.2 s−1)
(Figure 5D and E).
Next, we tested whether the stabilising effect of TF(II)B is
accompanied by a change in the TBP–promoter DNA com-
plex structure. Here, we employed a donor-labelled ScTBP
variant to monitor the intermolecular distance between
ScTBP and the acceptor-labelled promoter DNA (Figure
6A). These measurements resulted in a single homogeneous
population with a mean FRET efficiency of 0.26. Addition
of TF(II)B to the TBP–promoter DNA complex did not al-
ter this distribution. Taken together, these data indicate that
TF(II)B stabilizes the ScTBP–DNA complex by shifting the
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equilibrium towards the fully bent state, which does not ne-
cessitate a reorientation of the TBP–promoter DNA com-
plex.
DISCUSSION
Transcription initiation is a highly regulated step in the
transcriptional cycle and involves promoter recognition and
subsequent RNAP recruitment by the basal TFs TBP and
TFB/TF(II)B. Here, we focused on the formation of the
ternary complex composed of the promoter DNA, TBP
and TFB analyzing the TBP-induced bending of the pro-
moter DNA on the single-molecule level. Thereby, we could
not just add new mechanistic details to the eukaryotic TBP
mechanism but could also explore ternary complex forma-
tion in the third domain of life shedding light on the evolu-
tion of transcriptional regulation at the initiation step.
The eukaryotic TBP–promoter DNA interaction follows a
linear two-step bending mechanism
The interaction between ScTBP and promoter DNA has
been studied in detail using ensemble stopped-flow exper-
iments and led to a three-step binding mechanism for hu-
man and ScTBP. This model proposes that the final TBP–
DNA complex is formed via two intermediate states that
differ in their conformation but not in their bending angle
(19–22,47). Single-molecule studies using the particle teth-
ered motion (PTM) technique also support the presence
of intermediate states but show that one intermediate state
differs with respect to the bending angle as compared to
the final bent state (23). Single-pair FRET experiments be-
tween donor labelled TBP and acceptor labelled DNA by
Schluesche et al. showed that once ScTBP has firmly bound
to the DNA promoter, a single stable complex was observed
similar to the data presented in our work (25). In contrast
to the PTM analysis, single-molecule FRET data presented
by Blair et al. identified a single uniformly bent state in ad-
dition to the unbent DNA upon human TBP addition (26).
Our data on the ScTBP–DNA interaction in the S. cerevi-
sisae system provide evidence for a linear, stepwise bending
model with a low FRET state, an intermediate and a high
FRET state distinguished by a distinct bending angle. We
do observe the interconversion between the FRET states
even after removal of excessive ScTBP indicating that the
transitions between intermediate and high FRET state are
caused by a single bound molecule that changes its mode of
interaction without dissociation from the DNA.
Mechanistically, the three states could be a result of the
initial association of ScTBP with DNA that does not induce
a conformational change in the DNA (low FRET popula-
tion) and the insertion of the first set of phenylalanines into
the DNA might cause the intermediate bent state. Finally,
intercalation of the second set of phenylalanines might re-
sult in the final bent state. This linear three-step-model is
supported by the very low occurrence of transitions between
the low and the high FRET state and high to low FRET,
respectively (Figure 5C). Based on a transition analysis and
the action of TF(II)B (see discussion below), we propose
that ScTBP first forms an unbent complex with the DNA
and progresses via the intermediate to the fully bent status
(Figure 5).
Figure 7. TBP recruitment and DNA bending is a regulatory checkpoint
during transcription initiation in archaea and eukaryotic transcription sys-
tems. In archaea, the promoter DNA is uniformly bent while eukaryotic
TBP induces multiple bent states. However, depending on the archaeal or-
ganism, TBP is sufficient (Methanocaldococcus jannaschii) or both general
TFs, TBP and TFB, are required for promoter DNA bending (Sulfolobus
acidocaldarius). Transcriptional regulation can be achieved by either pre-
venting or enhancing TBP association with the DNA. Transcriptional acti-
vators (indicated with a red plus sign) like Lrs14 and Ptr2 enhance binding
of archaeal TBP to the promoter DNA. In contrast, negative regulators
like Mot1 and NC2 (indicated by a red minus sign) prevent archaeal TBP
interaction with the DNA. The general eukaryotic transcription factor
TF(II)A stabilizes the eukaryotic TBP–DNA complex as does ScTF(II)B.
ScTF(II)B exerts its stabilising and potentially regulatory effect by a shift
in binding equilibrium towards the transcriptional active, fully bent DNA
state. ScTF(II)B acts in a sequential manner to eukaryotic TBP in the tran-
scriptional system of RNAPII while DNA bending requires co-action of
TBP and TFB (called Brf in the RNAPIII system) in the RNAPIII system
and S. acidocaldarius. TBP and TFB are inherently co-acting in the tran-
scriptional apparatus of the eukaryotic RNAPIII system as they are part
of the multidomain complex TF(III)B.
Interestingly, the basal transcription factor ScTF(II)B
stabilizes the fully bent ScTBP–promoter DNA complex.
Our dwell time analysis revealed that ScTF(II)B signifi-
cantly increases the dwell time in the high FRET state
(τTBP = 0.44 s and τTBP+TF(II)B = 0.83 s). Consequently,
the transition rate from the high FRET to the intermedi-
ate state is decreased. Possibly, this is achieved by prevent-
ing the disengagement of the second phenylalanine set of
TBP from the DNA. The fully bent state has been pro-
posed to be the transcription competent state (48) and con-
sequently TF(II)B activates transcription via a thermody-
namically controlled activation mechanism.
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Molecular mechanisms that lead to ternary complex forma-
tion are diversified and adapted to physiological conditions
Even though the structure of the archaeal TBP–TFB–DNA
complex is similar in organisation and structure to the eu-
karyotic counterpart (17,49), our data reveal that the molec-
ular mechanism by which archaeal TBP interacts with the
promoter DNA is different to the eukaryotic pathway. Ar-
chaeal TBP induces one uniform high FRET population in-
dicating that, in contrast to the eukaryotic system, bending
occurs in a single step. In the euryarchaeal model system
(M. jannaschii), TFB neither influenced the bending angle
nor the lifetime of the MjTBP–DNA complex. However,
formation of intermediate complexes with the same bending
angle but a different conformation in analogy to the eukary-
otic pathway cannot be ruled out. The most striking aspect
of the archaeal TBP–DNA bending analysis was the find-
ing that, in the crenarchaeal model system of S. acidocaldar-
ius, SaTFB is mandatory for SaTBP-induced bending of the
promoter DNA which requires a contact of SaTFB with the
BRE element in the promoter DNA as well as an interac-
tion with SaTBP. Similarly, the closely related transcription
system of Sulfolobus shibatae and Sulfolobus solfataricus ap-
pears also to require TFB for the protection of the TATA-
box in DNaseI footprinting assays (16,32,50). Notably, in
the transcriptional machinery of eukaryotic RNAPIII sys-
tem, TBP resides within the TF(III)B complex and bending
of the DNA is observed upon addition of TF(III)B on pro-
moters of the type 3 (51–54). A tempting but speculative
scenario would be that the co-action of TBP and TFB is
the progenitor of the integrated multiprotein transcription
factor TF(III)B.
We furthermore found that the interaction between TBP
and the promoter DNA exhibits differences in their re-
sponse to diverse physiological conditions like pH, salt and
temperature. In general, the interaction between archaeal
TBP and the DNA is driven by hydrophobic interactions
between uncharged amino acids and the bases of the DNA
whereas the eukaryotic ScTBP–DNA interaction is medi-
ated by electrostatic interactions between charged amino
acid sidechains and the phosphate backbone. The salt sen-
sitivity of the eukaryotic TBP–DNA interaction has been
shown before (23,55) and high ionic strength disrupts the
electrostatic interactions. The stabilising effect of salt for
the archaeal system appears to be a general feature at least
for thermophilic archaeal systems as it was also described
for the archaeal organism Pyrococcus woesii (56). Many
archaeal proteins are rich in acidic amino acids and have
a hydrophobic core which is perceived as an adaptation
to high intracellular salt concentrations and high temper-
atures (57). This high acidic residue content is also found
in MjTBP, an organism with high intracellular salt concen-
tration (40), which contains in total an excess of 11 neg-
atively charged amino acids. In comparison, S. acidocal-
darius also exhibits an overall negative surface charge al-
though the ratio between negatively and positively charged
residues is almost balanced (29 versus 28, respectively).
High cationic concentrations could lead to the neutralisa-
tion of the negative surface charge preventing electrostatic
repulsion with the negatively charged DNA. Bergqvist et al.
also revealed that the interaction between P. woesii TBP
and DNA is mediated via cation bridges. In the archaeal
TBPs, a highly conserved glutamic acid can be found that
is not present in mesophilic TBPs. This residue allows the
integration of cations in the protein–DNA interface (56)
and a mutation of the residue leads to a decrease in affin-
ity at higher salt concentrations. Both high temperature and
high salt concentrations stabilize hydrophobic interactions
(58,59) and this might explain the hydrophobic nature of
the interior of thermophilic TBPs (60). Archaeal organ-
isms counteract high external salt concentration with an in-
crease in internal potassium levels. Thus, hydrophobic in-
teractions allow adaptation to two extreme environmental
niches archaeal organisms are able to populate, high tem-
perature and high external salt concentration. In our ex-
periments with TBPs from thermophilic organisms, bind-
ing (and bending) times of TBP to the promoter are sim-
ilar at high and low temperatures. This can be explained
by a stabilisation of the complex, which compensates the
common Arrhenius-type increase of reaction rate constants
with temperature. The energy provided at higher tempera-
tures might be exploited by thermophilic archaea in another
way. We found that lower protein concentrations at high
temperatures resulted in a higher number of TBP–DNA
complexes due, at least in part, to enhanced diffusion. Even
low protein levels lead to a comparable TBP-bound fraction
at the promoter so that the overall equilibrium is shifted to
the bound state at higher temperatures. Hence, reduced pro-
tein synthesis is required that saves costly energy gained dur-
ing a methanogenic lifestyle or by using sulfur as a primary
energy source. Interestingly, the complex lifetime of the bent
state anticorrelates with the optimal growth temperature of
the organisms (TMj = 85◦C > TSa = 75◦C > TSc = 30◦C)
supporting the idea that enhanced diffusion supports com-
plex formation.
By comparing these three model systems, we found that,
even though ternary complex formation involves a shared
set of general TFs, each system follows an individual molec-
ular mechanism by which the formation of ternary TBP–
TFB–DNA complex is accomplished. Therefore, we con-
clude that pre-initiation complex formation is a diversified
and highly fine-tuned process.
It has been shown that gene-specific TFs in the archaeal
system (Ptr2 and Lrs14 (15,61)) and eukaryotic global TFs
(Mot1 and NC2 (25,62)) regulate transcription by directly
preventing or enhancing the recruitment of TBP to the pro-
moter DNA. In a similar fashion, TF(II)A has been shown
to influence the TBP-DNA interaction by increasing the ki-
netic stability of the complex and relieves negative transcrip-
tional activities of the TAF (TBP-associated factors) sub-
units of TF(II)D (63). Acting at the first step in PIC for-
mation, these mechanisms can be perceived as the initial
level of transcriptional regulation. Given the long com-
plex lifetime of the eukaryotic ScTBP–DNA complex, it
seems plausible that mechanisms for activation or removal
of DNA-associated ScTBP are in place that would allow
rapid gene regulation. Here, we show that the general tran-
scription factor ScTF(II)B might fulfill this activation func-
tion as it shifts the equilibrium towards the fully bent DNA,
which has been proposed to be the transcriptionally active
configuration (48). Already assembled ScTBP at the pro-
moter can thereby quickly convert to a transcriptionally ac-
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tive PIC when ScTF(II)B associates and stabilizes the fully
bent DNA topology. Based on our data, promoter DNA
bending, in addition to ScTBP recruitment, is a second
regulatory checkpoint during transcription initiation (Fig-
ure 7).
Stabilisation of the TBP–DNA complex by TFB does not
seem to be a general feature of TFBs in all species as we have
shown for the M. jannaschii system that MjTFB does not ex-
ert any influence on complex lifetime or the bending angle.
The short complex lifetime of the archaeal TBP–DNA com-
plex allows regulation of transcription initiation by gene-
specific factors directly at the TBP recruitment stage as
TBP is not permanently bound to the DNA. Numerous ar-
chaeal organisms encode multiple homologues of the TBP
and TFB proteins (64) and it has been speculated that alter-
native combinations of these factors activate transcription
of specific genes (65). S. acidocaldarius encodes one SaTBP
and three SaTFB proteins (66) and here, the co-action of
SaTBP and SaTFB is required for promoter DNA bend-
ing. Thus, the combination of a SaTBP/SaTFB pairing that
is bending competent in dependence of cis-regulatory el-
ements might be an additional mechanism that mediates
specificity among TATA-containing promoters in archaeal
organisms.
Notably, PIC formation and transcriptional activation
is not uniform in eukaryotes either and the concerted ac-
tion of TBP and TFB in analogy to S. acidocaldarius is
characteristic for the RNAPIII transcription system as well.
RNAPIII-directed transcription is aided by two multipro-
tein factors termed TF(III)B and TF(III)C (67). TF(III)B
is composed of TBP, the TF(II)B-factor related factor and
B double prime (Figure 7). Here, TF(III)B is necessary and
sufficient to direct transcription from the TATA-containing
U6 gene promoter while transcription of the TATA-less
5S ribosomal RNA and transfer RNA genes is co-directed
by the general transcription factor TF(III)C. Interestingly,
TF(III)B sharply bends the DNA even on TATA-less genes
supporting the idea that DNA bending is a prerequisite for
transcriptional activation (53,54).
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